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FROM THE TOP

It’s been another incredibly busy and
successful quarter for deVere as we
continue to reach more clients, in
more places, and with more solutions.
As an organisation we continue
to add to our client base across
all regions for, I believe, three key
reasons.

And third, we are consistently
meeting evolving client expectations
by not only offering them bespoke
financial advice from an adviser, but
also allowing them to be more ‘handson’ with new and further developed
products and services. Much of this
is focused on financial technology, or
fintech.

part of mainstream finance, with
their momentum continuing to gain
traction as both retail and institutional
investors increasingly value the
need and demand for digital, global
currencies in today’s ever-more
digitalised and globalised world. This
is reflected in the soaring demand for
our crypto propositions.

First, geopolitical factors that can
impact people’s wealth have been
underscoring again why advice
from a professional independent
financial adviser can put them in the
best possible position to mitigate
risks and to take advantage of the
opportunities.

Demonstrating our ongoing
commitment to reshaping and
redefining the way financial services
are delivered through fintech, which
we believe is a positive force for
individuals, businesses and society,
was the launch of our latest app:
deVere Core.

In this edition of Investor Insight, we
take an in-depth look at why our firstever fintech offering, deVere Vault,
remains perennially popular.

These factors, amongst many others,
include heightened trade tensions
between the world’s two largest
economies, Brexit, quantitative
tightening ongoing by the U.S.
Federal Reserve and the end of
quantitative easing forthcoming by
the European Central Bank, higher
interest rates, inflation, cyclical
changes in China, weakening dollar
momentum and underperforming
emerging markets.

This enables clients to monitor their
investments in real time on-the-go,
keep informed with news and events
that impact investor returns, and be
a click away from asking questions
using the direct line or chat system.
They will also be able to keep in
touch with their consultants from the
advisor section.

Second, the dedication, expertise
and hard work of our teams around
the world who every day help our
clients reach and often exceed their
financial goals for themselves and
their families.

deVere Core is the latest push into the
fintech space following the launch of
other groundbreaking apps, including
deVere Investment and deVere
Crypto, all of which go from strength
to strength.
As I recently said to the media,
cryptocurrencies are now undeniably

Elsewhere this quarter, we ask why
nationality is for many investors
becoming an important issue. We
also get the lowdown on registering
as a non-resident landlord in the UK,
plus we check-out the world’s most
liveable cities and Tom Elliott, our
international investment strategist
tells us why quantitative tightening
should not be disregarded by
investors.
As we hurtle towards the end of 2018,
it’s going to be an exciting finish to
what’s already been an incredible
year. This is, of course, all down to the
trust our clients put in us and to the
commitment of our people globally.
Many sincere thanks.
Here’s to a rewarding next quarter for
everyone!

Nigel Green

Chief Executive Officer
deVere Group
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CITIZENSHIP
AS A
COMMODITY:
WHY
NATIONALITY
IS BECOMING
THE LATEST
INVESTMENT
TREND

One of the most recent phenomena to attract investor attention
is that of citizenship by investment planning. This so called
“citizenship planning” is legitimately enabling foreigners to reside
permanently in a non-native country, in exchange for a substantial
investment.
With St. Kitts and Nevis pioneering the initiative in 1984, several
other nations have followed including neighbouring St. Lucia,
Antigua and Barbuda, Dominica, Grenada, Portugal and Moldova,
as well as the Mediterranean islands of Malta and Cyprus.
For those who can afford to, buying a yacht or going on an
expensive holiday is no longer the way to splurge - purchasing
your right to live and work in another country is the latest opulent
investment trend.
Sceptics have previously frowned upon the notion of using your
wealth to buy citizenship which has led to several countries
dodging the concept as it was regarded as taboo. Yet in today’s

RESIDENCY

increasingly global world, a new residence or new
citizenship can provide you with the possibility of
exploring several new benefits such as the avoidance of
tax liabilities, the prospect of increased investment and
an opportunity for financial refuge.
In order to ensure the safety and security of the buyers,
each and every country has lined their programme with
a number of requirements to maintain transparency
throughout the whole process, ensuring that all
applicants are deemed appropriate and eligible.
While these requirements will vary depending on the
country offering the scheme, most will generally require
that the applicant resides in the country for a stipulated
period of time in order to secure relations, as well as
provide a clean criminal record, proof of exceptional
behaviour and of being in excellent health condition.
Most citizenship by investment countries will also
require candidates to invest in real estate, property or
land development. Offering countries may demand that
government stocks/bonds are purchased while others
may request that a general contribution is made to the
development of the country. Some passport purchasing
schemes may also require that the business investment
employs locals, as part of an initiative to stimulate job
growth.
Although the Caribbean may seem like the most
attractive option for residents hailing from countries
where the sea is not crystal clear and the sand is not
ivory white, EU passports may seem more enticing to
investors for a number of reasons. Primarily, they offer
the opportunity to live, work, travel or study in all 28
EU member states. Furthermore, the cosmopolitan
lifestyle of European countries means that there is more
investment opportunity for those looking to broaden
their business horizons. The urbanized way of living
has prompted increased investment opportunities,
particularly with regards to the property and housing
markets.
The deVere Group Global Citizenship scheme is offered
to clients by a number of countries: St. Lucia, Antigua &
Barbuda, Dominica, Grenada, St. Kitts & Nevis, Cyprus,
Portugal, Moldova and Malta.

ST. LUCIA
As the most recent Caribbean nation to embark on
the Citizenship by Investment Programme (CIP) in
2015, St. Lucia boasts a number of benefits including
visa-free travel to over 142 countries, dual citizenship
opportunities and the possibility of prosperous business
expansion.
Having inherited decades of experience from its
Caribbean neighbours, St. Lucia’s Citizenship by
Investment Programme was introduced not only to
hike economic growth, but also to provide new job
opportunities for locals.
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ANTIGUA & BARBUDA
Established not long before its island neighbour,
Antigua & Barbuda’s CIP was introduced in 2012, with
the primary aim of increasing foreign direct investment
flows to and from the country.
Similar to its Caribbean counterparts, the two-island
nation requires very basic qualifications in order to
admit eligibility, and offers citizenship which can be
obtained in a short amount of time. Visa-free travel
is also available as well as the possibility of including
dependent children and parents, encouraging families
to embark on this venture.

8
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DOMINICA
Due to their longstanding CIP presence, Dominica is one
of the most experienced and efficient countries when it
comes to the process of purchasing residency.
Similar to its Caribbean neighbouring islands, the nation
offers unbeatable views and beaches, along with a low
crime rate and economic and political stability. Any
successful applicant will be able to enjoy investment
options including government approved real estate and
economic diversification funds.

RESIDENCY

GRENADA
Another recent passenger to have embarked on the CIP
train, Grenada launched its citizenship programme in
2013, with the aim of wooing high net-worth investors
with a variety of scenic landscapes and thrilling pastimes
such as diving and sailing.
Grenada boasts the only CIP to hold an E2 investor visa
treaty with the US, allowing nationals to enter and work
freely in the States. This is one of the many other benefits
shared amongst other Caribbean islands which can be
exploited by promising applicants.

ST. KITTS & NEVIS
Having founded the CIP programme in 1984, the
dual-island nation has lured applicants with its years of
experience and adeptness.
As the nation which pioneered the initiative, it provides
a safe haven for business and investment, along with
the aesthetically pleasing Caribbean views. CIP hopefuls
will also benefit from a lack of taxation on wealth,
inheritance, foreign income or capital gains, which
is what makes residency in this West Indies island so
sought after.
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RESIDENCY

CYPRUS

PORTUGAL

One of the four European countries to offer a Citizenship
by Investment Programme, Cyprus boasts economic and
financial stability, ideal for raising families.

As one of the first European countries to introduce a
citizenship by investment programme in 2012, Portugal
has since offered one of the most successful residency
plans around.

Attracting high net-worth investors with its mild
Mediterranean climate and neutral political status,
Cyprus offers several benefits including Visa-free travel
to several countries in and out of the EU, as well as the
possibility for hopeful nationals to live, work and study
in any of the 28 EU member states. It also boasts a low
tax regime, as well as the opportunity to maintain dual
citizenship.

The Portugal Golden Visa Residence Programme is laced
with a number of benefits including Visa-free travel
within the Schengen area, inclusion of family members
as well as the opportunity to live, work and flourish in
the country’s quaint villages and lush vineyards which
elegantly grace the Atlantic coastline, making it a perfect
living location.
Applicants can choose to invest in property or by
contributing to government funds in order to boost the
nation’s foreign direct investment.

10
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MOLDOVA

MALTA

Moldova is the latest European nation to join, only
having launched the Moldova Citizenship-by-Investment
(MCBI) scheme during the second half of 2018.

Albeit tiny, the island-nation is a fulcrum of the banking
industry and a global hub of financial development,
while also boasting a rich cultural history. Aimed towards
attracting high net-worth individuals, Malta maintains
its standard of living relatively high, by keeping a stable
political climate and low tax regimes.

Hopeful nationals can enjoy a number of benefits
including visa-free travel to over 100 destinations, quick
and simple processing applications as well as citizenship
rights which can be transferred to future generations.

Visa-free travel, high quality education and healthcare
and a facilitated application process paired with the
turquoise Mediterranean seas which surround the
archipelago are just a few of the benefits which can be
relished by potential investors.
As a subsidiary of deVere Group, deVere Passports has
been established to provide its clients with prospects to
sustain their financial possibilities outside of their native
borders, by offering opportunities to grow overseas for
an improved, more secure and healthier quality of life.
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Ask
Nigel...
I have been reading in the press about pension scams
and how unscrupulous individuals are targeting pension
transfers and transferring assets into bad investments run
by these people, or informing individuals that they can
bust their pensions. How do I protect myself if I wish to
consider my retirement options?
Yes, it’s a problem for everyone, the general public but also the advice
profession as these individuals give the industry a bad reputation. There are
some important steps you can take:
• Ensure you receive advice from an Independent Financial Adviser who is
registered and authorized in the country you live in or has passporting rights
to operate in your jurisdiction. They will understand the local rules and tax but
also adhere to local requirements and legislation. You are protected should
the advice you receive be wrong. This is not the case if an adviser is merely
tripping in from an unauthorized jurisdiction.
• It’s important you assess and understand why you may wish to transfer your
pension. So, consider carefully your objectives and what you want in retirement,
what lifestyle you want and match this to your income requirements.
• I would also recommend you consider diversification of your pension funds
so that the risk of market crashes is spread over several asset classes. We
would suggest you look to use multi-asset fund managers to mitigate this risk.

12
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I’m a UK national who lives overseas but eventually will be
moving to live in France. I have an overseas Portfolio Bond
and would like to know how this is likely to be taxed in
France as I am aware it used to be quite punitive?
My understanding is as long as
you have not been French resident
for at least 5 years on returning
to France it is likely the policy will
fall into the Regime Impatriate tax
rules. It is likely to be subject to a
tax charge of 30.5% on the profits

I am considering investing in mutual funds as I am an
expat, but will eventually return to the UK. My Financial
Adviser is recommending a Portfolio Bond instead, as he
believes this is more tax efficient. What are the pros & cons?
If you hold mutual funds directly
and encash them when resident
for tax in the UK then Capital Gains
Tax will apply to all the gains made
less the CGT annual allowance of
£11,700. This will either be at 18
or 28%. If you hold the mutual
funds within a Portfolio Bond, then
you will receive an allowance for
the profits made whilst non-UK

14
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resident and this is called time
apportionment relief. So, assuming
you have held the bond for 50% of
the time outside of the UK and 50%
whilst UK resident then only 50%
of the gain is subject to income tax.
There are many other benefits of
holding a Portfolio Bond as well, so
I strongly suggest you do discuss
your objectives with your Adviser.

(this includes Social Tax of 15.5%)
but for the first 8 years of French
residency this rate will be reduced
to half, so 15%. Therefore, if held
10 years in France only 1/5th of the
gains will be subject to tax at the
full rate.

ASK NIGEL

I’m moving to become an
Australian resident shortly
and hold a regular savings
plan. I am concerned
about how this will be
taxed in Australia?
The rules for overseas assets used
to be quite punitive but since the
abolition of the Foreign Funds
Act, matters have become more
beneficial. If an individual holds
an overseas life policy for at least
10 years, then it seems under the
Foreign Accumulation Fund rules.
Any withdrawals made within 10
years will attract an income tax
charge at various graduating rates.

WhatsApp Business
for deVere Clients

deVere is pleased to offer clients support via a
dedicated WhatsApp number.
The channel will be open between 8:00am and 6:00pm
(Sunday to Thursday, UAE times) and a relationship manager
will be on standby to answer your query quickly & efficiently.
Simply add the deVere WhatsApp number to your contacts.

+971 55 591 7033

deVere Global Client Services
Phone: +971 4 383 6000
WhatsApp: +971 55 591 7033

Email: csvglobal@devere-group.com
Web: www.devere-group.com
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ECONOMY

Navigating
Markets with

Active Asset
Management

At GAM Investments’ conference in London, CEO
Alexander Friedman argued that the last 30 years have
been one long super cycle for global markets. The
withdrawal of easy money from central banks could
see this draw to a close, creating a much more unstable
market environment better suited to active managers.
September 2018
A major challenge faced by all
investors is framing any particular
market moment in the right context.
Our investment lives are relatively
brief: looking at the industry, it is
remarkable how few people can
easily remember the pre-Financial
Crisis market dynamics. This
phenomenon becomes more striking
the further back one goes. Almost
nobody working in the industry
today has any real understanding of

what markets were like in the 1970s when Paul Volcker was at the Federal
Reserve (Fed) and high interest rates
were the norm.
Consequently, when considering
the active versus passive debate,
it is important to bring a longerterm perspective to bear. From the
mid-1980s to early 2015, average
annual returns for developed world
equities were around 8%, while bond
markets returned around 5%. This is

Alexander Friedman

Group Chief Executive Officer
GAM

approximately double the historic
average for the prior 100 years. What
were the reasons for this? And what
should be considered normal - the
recent past or the period before that?
It is my view that we have been in
an aberrational super cycle since
the early 1980s. Before this time,
the US was essentially a nation of
savers. Then Ronald Reagan became
president in 1981, and with the
new Fed Chairman Alan Greenspan,
set about putting the country on
a path to debt-fuelled growth. The
fiscal and monetary policies of this
time turned the US into a nation
of borrowers, with interest rates
coming down significantly. It was
‘Morning in America,’ as the political
campaign slogan went, and the
future was going to be brighter - so
why not borrow and spend? In turn,
countries like China benefitted by

Investor Insight // Q3 - 2018
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making goods that were in demand,
and funneled a lot of this newfound
wealth into US Treasuries, with this
demand keeping interest rates low
in the US. Much of the developed
world followed suit and the amount
of leverage introduced into the
basic economic cycle increased in a
fundamental way.
Certainly, it has not all been smooth
sailing since then. 1987, 1994, 1998
and 2001 were all periods where
markets experienced a downturn
- caused by a variety of reasons
including poor communication from
the Fed, emerging market issues,
technology bubbles, and so forth but essentially it was one long super
cycle.
When the Financial Crisis hit in
2008/09, the prevailing wisdom
among economists and market
participants was that this would
mark the end of the super cycle
- perhaps with the outcome of a
depression akin to that of the 1930s.
But the lessons of the depression
were well learned by Ben Bernanke
and his colleagues, and indeed no
policymaker wants to watch the
economy implode on his or her
watch, so they did everything they
could to avoid this happening. In
hindsight, we recognise that they
effectively threw the entire toolkit
of monetary policy at the challenge,
which resulted in interest rates
going down to zero or even turning
negative: at one point there was over

USD10 trillion of bonds with negative
yields, some with duration as long as
10 years.
As with any powerful drug, this
quantitative easing strategy had a
series of unintended consequences.
With fixed income yields at historic
lows, investors piled into equities and
risk assets. The value of these assets
rose almost indiscriminately and
created a one directional market that
lasted from late 2009 to the start of
this year.
However, perhaps the most notable
of the aforementioned consequences
was that income inequality widened
significantly over this period. It is
not without irony that central bank
action to avoid a depression, ended
up creating a major point of tension
in the fabric of society: those with
risk assets (the wealthy) saw their
holdings appreciate significantly
at the same time as the median
wage stagnated; companies have
not had to raise wages due to
widespread job insecurity. In fact it
is only now that we are starting to
see any wage growth for the median
worker, despite the fact that several
developed countries have been close
to, or even beyond, full employment
for a while.
Another big side effect has been
the significant growth of passive
investments. To use an analogy,
imagine there are two boats in
the ocean: one has a trained crew

of rowers and the other is empty.
Naturally, the one with the crew costs
more to operate than the empty
one. Now imagine Poseidon, the
Greek god of the sea, casts a spell so
that ocean currents flow in only one
direction, every day, for years. At the
end of each year, the empty boat will
have travelled at least as far, if not
farther, than the boat with a crew humans tend to make decisions and
would likely row a little this way and
that, and this boat would certainly
weigh more than the empty one,
slowing it down. Importantly, the
empty boat will have probably gone
further and faster at a far lower cost
than the one with humans.
While this clearly simplifies the
situation, it does highlight the
single-direction market, driven by
central bank policy, underpinning
the migration towards passive
investments. However, as the song
goes, ‘times, they are a changing.’
The coordinated and unprecedented
central bank policy in place since
2009 is starting to be unwound
and markets, in turn, are beginning
to experience a re-emergence of
volatility. For active managers, this
should be an encouraging sign that
suggests the era of smooth, pilotless investing is likely to lead to
less attractive outcomes, and that
‘steering’ should matter once more.

Important legal information. Source: GAM unless otherwise stated.
The information in this document is given for information purposes only and does not qualify as investment advice.
Opinions and assessments contained in this document may change and reflect the point of view of GAM in the
current economic environment. No liability shall be accepted for the accuracy and completeness of the information.
Past performance is no indicator for the current or future development.
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ADVANCING THE
POTENTIAL OF CAPITAL
We are an independent global asset management firm built by
investors, for investors. We excel by focusing on truly active
management of differentiated investment strategies. GAM.com

The information is given for information purposes only and does not qualify as investment advice. Opinions and assessments contained in this document may change and
reflect the point of view of GAM in the current economic environment. No liability shall be accepted for the accuracy and completeness of the information. In the United
Kingdom, this material has been issued and approved by GAM London Limited, 20 King Street, London SW1Y 6QY, authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct
Authority. Past performance is no indicator for the current or future development.

PROPERTY

Investing
Remotely
The Benefits & Challenges
There is a sense of comfort that comes from the tangible
nature of investing in property, that investors find hard to
achieve with most other assets. It is also likely that for the
majority of us, our home will be the most valuable asset
we ever own.
Unfortunately, with that comes a degree of emotion that
can cloud our judgement and can in turn be detrimental
to our overall return on investment.

20
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Most commonly investors look towards areas (at least
initially) that they know and are familiar with to begin
building their property portfolio. You don’t have to look
hard to find the scaremongering and horror stories online,
painting a horrific picture of all the things that can go
wrong. In this article, we’re going to readdress the balance
and look at why you might want to invest in areas outside
your locality, common challenges most property investors
face and how to overcome them.

PROPERTY

Benefits
So why should we invest remotely? The answer is simple...
there will always be the potential for better returns. Of
course, this is never guaranteed, looking at it logically if
you only ever consign yourself to investing in your local
area, you will only ever get the returns that area can offer.
The more open minded you are as a property investor,
the better the chance you give yourself to finding the
areas that hold the most value and that is the aim of the
game. When you think of one of the most popular phrases
synonymous with property investment ‘location, location,
location’ and you are resigning yourself to investing in one
location, it can result in an illogical move.

Fundamentals are what drive not only property prices but
every asset price over the medium to long term. Indeed,
there are market corrections but supply and demand
will ultimately dictate where the price moves over time.
This is certainly what has underpinned prices of UK
residential property so consistently in the past. In fact,
in the UK there has not been a 5-year period since 1972
showing a negative total return in residential property. It
is an indisputable fact that the UK has an undersupply of
property in general, particularly residential property.
There would need to be an exodus of people from the
UK or a significant number of homes built in a very short
space of time (or some sort of combination of the two) for
this imbalance to be addressed in any meaningful way.
The result is that overall, UK property continues to increase
in value. However, the headline fact does skim over the
notion that the UK property market is actually a collection
of different markets with different dynamics that grow at
vastly different rates. Anyone as fortunate enough to have
invested in London after the 2008 global financial crisis,
would tell you. Back then, an oversold London property
market with a significant supply shortage but no lack of
demand, doubled its average price in a mere 6 years.
The fundamentals led the way, yet in 2018 we are seeing
London begin to stagnate (although not crash) and the
value is being found in the UK’s regional cities. Without
the ability to take emotion out and look purely at what the
fundamentals are showing us, investors who have been so
successful in London would simply have to sit and wait, or
risk investing in a market that has become unaffordable.
Those same investors would also benefit from the fact
that investing outside of London requires significantly less
capital. Property markets in these regional areas haven’t
seen the same level of price growth as the capital city,
so the ability to invest remotely will be key to the future
success of their investments.

Sammy Barrett

Head of Property Investment
deVere Group
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Challenges
The first and most obvious challenge
is the ability to detach ourselves
emotionally as much as possible from
the investment. As mentioned, we
take a degree of comfort in investing
in areas we are more familiar with.
It’s not an easy jump to make, but
ultimately a necessary one. Then
there is the worry if something goes
wrong. Who will manage it? This is
a concern that puts many investors
(especially those investing overseas)
off investing remotely.

We would suggest working with a
letting agent that you can trust and
that understands you want as little
hassle as possible. How do you know
which letting agent suits the handsoff approach you will need? This is
critical, even if you take a more direct
control over the properties in your
portfolio, you simply cannot be as
hands-on if you are not based in the
area. You will need to build a property
team around you that you can trust.
Then there’s analysis paralysis - the
state of over-analysing an investment
case, ultimately resulting in no
decision or action being taken. We
are all capable of talking ourselves
out of an investment. But if there
are no reasons not to invest, is there
really any point in investing? No risk
tends to mean no reward.
This can be a real problem for
investors at the beginning of their
property investment journey, and
has a tendancy to worsen if you
lack constraints. For example, if you
limit yourself to investing in your
local area, it reduces the number
of decisions required to make the
purchase, but subsequently limits
your options. Alternatively, if you
open up your location options to the
whole country, or even the entire
world, it can drastically increase the
amount of decisions required when
purchasing property, this can become
overwhelming and end up putting an
investor off entirely.
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Steps you can take
Most of the challenges we face when
deciding to invest remotely come
down to our risk appetite. There is
a common perception that you are
taking a greater risk by investing in
property further away from the areas
you are familiar with.

The key is understanding that there
are strategies you can implement, in
order to reduce the risks of investing
remotely. The first being which type
of property you choose to invest in.
Many investors have made significant
returns by acquiring older, existing
properties and adding value through
a conversion/extension etc.
However, the risk of things going
wrong with this strategy is high and
perhaps more importantly, the time
involved can be extensive, which
simply doesn’t suit a remote investor.
For someone investing overseas or
with a full-time job, there needs to be
value put on time spent.
Newly built and refurbished
properties present the lowest risk.
More than likely there will be a
warranty or guarantee on the build,
thus reducing structural risk. Keeping
maintenance to a minimum will also
be a key factor.

All appliances will be new and with
their own individual warranties. It is
probable that most newer properties
will command a premium over
existing ones, but it should also be
expected that any income saved
when purchasing an older/existing
property will likely be spent on void
periods and high maintenance costs,
that tend to occur when based away
from the area.
Investing remotely requires research
and a great deal of due diligence.
You will need to focus on the
fundamentals to find the value.
Transport, jobs, regeneration and
population are all key indicators that
a property market could potentially
see future price growth. At deVere
we’re focused on working with the
market instead of against it, and so
should you.
Investing remotely may not be for
everyone, but keeping an open mind
provides more options to maximise
returns. It is still highly questionable
as to whether the area we are most
familiar with, is the best place to
invest in the UK. Even if fundamentals
currently suggest it is, property
markets move in cycles and won’t last
forever. By limiting ourselves to local
investments, we risk leaving profits
on the table. In order to expand our
portfolio, we should broaden our
scope and consider investing in those
areas we are less familiar with, not
just as a benefit, as a must.
Investor Insight // Q3 - 2018
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The World's Most

Liveable
Cities
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If you could live anywhere in the world, where would you
choose? Albeit daunting, moving to a new country opens
hundreds of doors for your personal life and career trajectory.
There are plenty of factors to take into consideration prior
to making the move. Housing, education, the political and
economic environment and recreational activities made
available... They all matter! Whether you are seeking the ideal
retirement destination, hoping to quench your thirst for
adventure or considering relocating for work opportunities,
being informed on your options and consulting with an
adviser to achieve financial security will help greatly.
We are rounding up some of the cities providing the best
quality of life, based on data from Mercer’s Quality of Living
Index.

Zurich

Switzerland
The exclusive shopping scene,
stunning natural attractions,
high standard of healthcare and
historically low crime rate - These are
only a few of the key attributes that
have earned Zurich the reputation it
has today.

Vienna
Austria

Vienna is Europe’s next up and
coming hotspot - and who would
find that surprising? Nine times
ranked the city with the best
quality of life, Vienna has attracted
a growing number of expatriates
in recent times. With a low crime
rate, the right infrastructure,
excellent healthcare and accessible
education, the city has a lot to offer
for those who are picking their new
place of residence.
Known to be the cultural, political
and economic centre of Austria,
Vienna is a city of constant
progress and evolution - yet it is
often described as a destination
of timeless beauty, thanks to artful
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restoration that allows visitors to
acquire a clear picture of past life
in the city. Having been home to
many great composers and artists,
Vienna has retained its legacy offering a diverse art scene and
well-kept cultural sites which have
long enticed tourists to pay a visit.
Waking up to those same sites and
architectural splendour on your
average morning may make you
never want to leave!
Additionally, boasting 989 city
parks, 330 hiking trails and good
air quality, the city provides several
health benefits. Moreover, the
Viennese approach to working
culture might be the most tempting
aspect of all… Leisure time and
hours spent with family are just
as prioritised, so one is likely to
experience a laid-back attitude and
the right work-life balance upon
making their move.

Zurich has long been an ideal
destination for those seeking
professional career opportunities
- namely in the financial industry,
thanks to the city being one of the
key financial centres worldwide. A
low tax rate continuously attracts
foreign companies to set up offices in
the city, contributing to Zurich’s low
rate of unemployment and skilled
workforce. As of 2018, Switzerland
boasts the eighth largest economy in
Europe and the twentieth largest in
the world.
Zurich’s cultural background is not
lacking, either. Home to more than
a hundred impressive galleries and
over fifty museums, the city offers a
diverse range of touristic attractions Including mesmerizing opera houses
and ballet theatres, among others.
Additionally, you will never get tired
of dining in Zurich. From exquisite
cheeses to a variety of local wine, one
can expect to indulge on some of the
finest culinary options when residing
in the city!

ECONOMY

Munich
Germany

Munich is Germany’s second most
recognisable city and the capital of
the state of Bavaria, known to be the
centre of finance, technology, culture,
art, innovation, education, business,
tourism and publishing in Germany.
The city is a fun one to live in; thanks
to its many architectural attractions,
museums and theatres, as well as its
proximity to the Alps. Additionally,
one of the most famous festivals
worldwide is hosted in Munich Oktoberfest.
Besides offering a variety of enjoyable
activities, the city’s efficient transport
system, sixth best airport worldwide
and well-maintained streets are a few
more of its perks. Foreign students
are frequently drawn to Munich and
its eighteen universities, making the

city a top destination for expats - with
37.7% of the population having a
foreign background.
Moreover, Munich is boosted by its
economy, which benefits from a low
unemployment rate, a low crime

rate and a highly skilled labour force.
Germany’s economy is the fourth
largest globally, as well as Europe’s
largest and strongest - accounting for
28% of the region’s GDP, and is largely
driven by the country’s tourism
industry.

Auckland
New Zealand

Renowned as the main business
hub of New Zealand, Auckland
promises plenty of opportunities for
expatriates. Job openings are found
in abundance, and most residents are
able to enjoy a high level of income
compared to the national average.
Furthermore, Auckland’s economy
benefits from a thriving real estate
market and a strong financial sector.
The vibrant, multi-cultural city
offers residents an unending list of
entertainment options - from worldclass restaurants and a busy nightlife
to gorgeous beaches and the right
climate to accompany them. Whether
one is seeking an active, outdoorsy
life venturing around the most scenic
of locations, or days spent shopping,
bar hopping and enjoying the finer
things in life, Auckland will provide.

Consistently ranking among the cities
which offer the best quality of life,
Auckland is no stranger to this list.
Even on a national scale, InterNations
ranked New Zealand as the 10th best

expat destination, boasting a high
score in leisure options, economy
and job security, safety and working
abroad.
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REGISTERING AS
A NON-RESIDENT

LANDLORD
Non-resident landlords (NRLs)
are subject to the Non-Resident
Landlords Scheme (NRLS). Although,
the UK does not generally tax nonresidents, it does so in respect of ‘UK
source’ income, and in particular, in
respect of rental income from UK
properties. However, it should be
noted the government intends that
non-resident companies who carry on
a UK property business, or have other
UK property income will, from 6 April
2020, would be subject to corporation
tax rather than income tax.
In addition, with effect for disposals
on or after 6 April 2019, the charge to
tax on capital gains will be extended
to non-UK residents that hold any

UK land (whether residential or
non-residential), and to disposals of
interests in certain entities that derive
75% or more of their gross asset
values from UK land.
However, without special provisions,
such non-resident parties in receipt
of UK rental income might avoid the
UK tax charge that is due. Accordingly,
while there is officially no withholding
tax on the payment of rental income
to NRLs, the NRLS requires an effective
withholding tax to be deducted by
either the tenant or letting agent,
as appropriate, unless the landlord
obtains from HMRC permission to
receive the rental income gross.
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When looking at the operation of
the NRLS, there are several points to
consider:
whether the NRL will be granted
permission to receive the rental
income gross
what the ongoing requirements
are from an NRL
what happens if permission to
receive the rental income gross is
not given
It is also worth noting that if the
property is commercial, the NRL will
need to consider whether they should
register for VAT. For VAT purposes,
the UK VAT rules will apply as normal,
even though the property owner is
not UK resident, because the property
is in the UK.
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Permission to receive rental
income gross
An NRL can apply to receive his rents
gross by completing form NRL1i
(individuals), form NRL2i (companies)
or form NRL3i (trustees and estates).
HMRC will normally grant permission
for this if the landlord can
demonstrate that:
they have complied with UK
tax obligations (i.e. have submitted
the tax returns and paid the tax
due to date)
they have never had any UK tax
obligations
they do not expect to be liable to
pay UK income tax for the year in
which their application was made
(please note that in order to qualify
under this heading, it is not sufficient
that no liability will arise in respect
of the let property; there must be no
liability to UK income tax at all)

When approval has been given for
an NRL to receive rental income
gross, HMRC will send a notice of
approval to receive rent with no tax
deducted to the NRL, together with a
separate notice to the letting agents
or tenant(s) named on the application
form authorising them to pay rent to
the NRL without deducting tax.
Authority to pay rent to an NRL
with no tax deducted is generally
backdated to the beginning of the
quarter in which HMRC receives the
NRL’s application. As the tax year for
the NRLS starts on 1 April, the quarters
are the three-month periods that end
on 30th June, 30th September, 31st
December and 31st March. So, if an
NRL applies on, say, 20th September,
the authority sent to his letting agent
/ tenant will usually take effect from
the preceding 1st July.

regime, rather than the corporation
tax regime, so that the personal tax
self-assessment regime / deadlines
apply.
There will usually be a number of
expenses that will be permissible
against the NRL’s taxable UK rental
income, much as in the same way
for a UK-resident landlord. Generally,
expenses will be allowed if they not of
a ‘capital’ nature and incurred wholly
and exclusively for the purpose of the
rental business.

Ongoing requirements
from a non-resident Landlord
The NRL will need to complete and
submit annual self-assessment
tax returns, and ensure that its tax
liability is paid on time, under the
self-assessment regime. Note that
the charge is under the income tax

deVere Tax Consultancy can assist with the annual compliance to ensure you
do not receive any unnecessary statutory penalties for non filing to HMRC.
If you have any tax queries please contact us on:
00442038417018 or info@dvtfc.com
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Quantitive Tightening
a monetary policy not
to be overlooked
Tom Elliott

International Investment
Strategist, deVere Group

With so much negative
geopolitical news at present,
it is perhaps easy to forget
that global capital markets are
in a sweet spot.
The global economy is
growing at a reasonable pace,
led by the U.S. The IMF is
currently forecasting global
GDP growth of 3.9% for 2018,
and for next year. The fear of
deflation, that haunted policy
makers in the five years or so
after the financial crisis, has
gone. Meanwhile inflation has
returned in only a moderate
form.
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Financial journalists and investors tend to focus on interest
rate, but the reversal of central banks’ quantitative easing
programs - led by the U.S Fed - is another significant facet
of monetary policy to consider.
Corporate profits are rising, supporting
stock market valuations. Core
government bond yields have risen in
recent years (meaning that their prices
have fallen), but the melt-down in the
asset class that many predicted when the
Fed ended its quantitative easing (Q.E)
program in 2014, hasn’t happened.
Indeed, as the U.S 10-year Treasury broke
through the psychologically important
3% yield level (again) in mid-September,
the S&P 500 went on to record a new
all-time high.
However, the very stability of the global
economy is now encouraging central
banks to tighten monetary policy.

They wish to ‘normalise’ interest rates
and bond yields, i.e. to see them nearer
to pre-crisis levels. This is so that they
can then be lowered once again, in any
future economic or financial crisis.
The easiest way to do this is to reverse
the two key central bank policies that did
so much to reflate the global economy
in the wake of the financial crisis. These
were ultra-low official short-term interest
rates and asset purchase programs such
as Q.E.

ECONOMY

These two policies, first practiced by
the U.S and then by most developed
central banks in one form or another,
are generally credited with having
saved the world from a depression
following the 2008 financial crisis.
In the case of the U.S Fed, it created
an astonishing $3.5 trillion dollars
in order buy bonds from banks and
other investors, and so expanded
its balance sheet from just under $1
trillion in mid-2008 to $4.5 trillion by
2017.

bank deposit rates and variable
mortgage rate). Ending and reversing
Q.E enables central banks to raise
longer term borrowing rates directly,
through increasing bond yields. This
impacts on fixed rate mortgages
and other borrowing that is priced
off intermediate or long-dated
government bonds.

Therefore, while news headlines may
be full of U.S / China trade wars, Brexit
and emerging market currencies
under pressure, it is perhaps the slow
ratcheting up of U.S interest rates,
and the global diminishing of Q.E,
that is arguably the more important
story for investors.

Of the major central banks, the
U.S Fed is furthest down this road,
having began raising interest rates
in late 2015. It is also reversing Q.E,
in a process dubbed quantitative
tightening (Q.T). This started in
September 2017, and sees the central
bank no longer re-investing $50bn
of interest payments and capital
repayments from its bond holdings
each month. Instead it is…destroying
the money, by deleting incoming
payments from its computers.

Raising key overnight interest rates
enables central banks to directly
raise market short term rates (such

This ‘withdrawal of liquidity’ pushes
up the price of the remaining dollars
in the financial system, which is
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expressed through interest rates and
bond yields going up.

more money with which to make the
purchases.

So, while attention is currently
focused on the Fed’s interest rate
policy, investors should also be aware
of the impact of Q.T on their U.S and,
indeed, global investments.

The Bank of Japan is also increasing
its balance sheet, through its own Q.E
program which unusually includes
buying stock market ETF funds as
well as bonds.

Already we have seen emerging
market currencies suffer as investors
in these countries have been lured
into U.S dollar bank cash accounts,
where a risk-free 2% return is now
common. Investment projects in
these countries face a funding
shortage if they are reliant on foreign
financing. Official, and commercial,
interest rates have had to go up in
order to defend currencies but at
the risk of slowing the domestic
economy.

But aggregate global liquidity growth
is set to shrink for the first time since
the global financial crisis at the end
of this year. The ECB intends ending
new bond purchases in December,
while the Bank of Japan has been
reducing its purchases of ETFs in
recent months.

In the U.S, Q.T supports higher
Treasury yields. For most of the spring
and summer of this year, it had also
contributed to a steady rise in the
dollar. But with other countries’ bond
yields now also rising, and Powell
sounding soft on interest rates for
next year, the dollar looks set to
benefit less from Q.T looking ahead.
For the global economy, and
investors being able to borrow in a
multiplicity of currencies, the pain
of Q.T in the U.S has been partially
offset by the continuation by the
ECB of its own Q.E program. It is still
buying EUR 30 billion of bonds from
the market each month, steadily
growing its balance sheet as it prints
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The chart pposite, from JP Morgan,
nicely illustrates the likely culminative
effect on global liquidity by four of
the largest central banks, if what we
know of their current plans are put
into effect.
We can see from the pink line that the
central banks will be net destroyers of
money at the start of next year.

ECONOMY

Global central bank balance sheet expansion*
USD billions, 12 - months rolling flow

BoJ
ECB
Fed
Total
BoE

*Source: JP Morgan Asset Management, ‘Guide to the Markets’ July 2018

The implications for investors
Raising short term interest rates, already a feature of the
U.S and U.K economies, will make cash savings relatively
more attractive to investors than riskier assets, such as
equities, and force bond yields up.
Owners of variable rate mortgages, and holders of other
debt that is tied to the central bank rates, will have to
pay more interest each month, which may impact on
consumption and investment spending.
The global shrinkage of new liquidity, caused by the
cessation of Q.E in much of the world, and its reversal in
the U.S, will raise longer term borrowing rates as bond
yields rise. Fixed rate mortgages will rise, putting pressure
on homeowners when they come to re-mortgage. This
could wall put stock markets under pressure.

We can expect credit to underperform U.S Treasuries
and other core government bonds, with spreads over
government bonds widening as companies have to
offer comparatively higher yields to get investor interest.
Emerging market countries that run large current account
deficits, and are dependent on foreign financing, look
vulnerable.
A multi-asset investment portfolio should not need
adjusting for an era of Q.T. If it is sufficiently diversified, it
will have exposure to stocks that are financially healthy
enough to be able to shrug off higher borrowing
costs, and so enjoy the current investment sweet spot
mentioned above. Their strength will help counter
weakness in more vulnerable parts of the portfolio,
whether that be emerging market debt or leveraged
growth stocks.
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Why do we need

MultiCurrency
prepaid cards?

Since it was launched in April 2017,
deVere Vault, the global e-money app
and multi-currency prepaid card, has
received a universally positive response
from clients.
Demand has been strong from the outset and it has consistently
grown, with forecasts showing that this trend is set to continue
over the next 12 months and beyond.
So, why are multi-currency prepaid cards proving so
monumentally popular?
There are three key reasons, we believe, amongst many others.
Investor Insight // Q3 - 2018
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First, multi-currency prepaid cards
offer users the ability to mitigate
the adverse impact of currency
fluctuations on their cash. When
you purchase currency or currencies
and you’re travelling across borders
- you are, in effect, locking in your
rates, and thereby protecting your
money from future fluctuations.
Consequently, you can top-up your
card when the rates are at their best.
Exchange rates will always continue
to fluctuate as a matter of course.
However, in many cases they have
been more volatile, swinging up and
down in recent months, largely due
to geopolitical factors. According
to recently published independent
research, this has led to many
unsuspecting travellers being hit with
outrageously high and often hidden
rates.
For instance, the pound sterling has
been on a rollercoaster over the last
few months, thanks to the fragile
Brexit transition deal.
As Tom Elliott, deVere Group’s
International Investment Strategist,
noted in a recent address to clients:
“Sterling is currently all about Brexit,
and a little about Bank of England
monetary policy. A ‘soft’ Brexit will
see the pound rally. No deal at all,
for which the government is now
preparing contingency measures, will
see it fall. As the pendulum swings from
one outcome to the other, perhaps
culminating in a second referendum
vote, we can expect sterling to increase
in volatility.”
Elsewhere, due to Turkey’s currency
crisis in August, the pound was worth
almost 90% more against the Turkish
lira, compared to the same month the
previous year. Meanwhile, the recent
rally of the dollar, which surged to
year-to-date highs in August, meant
those who locked in those dollar
values would financially benefit when
travelling overseas.
Second, multi-currency prepaid
cards can be used to pay for almost
anything and almost anywhere airports, shops, hotels, restaurants,
golf clubs, car hire, concert tickets,
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service professionals’ fees... This
means you do not have to carry
around lots of cash, which is
widely regarded as much safer.
In addition, you’ll save on the foreign
transaction and withdrawal fees that
you get charged when using most
domestically issued debit and credit
cards when overseas.
Nigel Green, deVere Group’s Founder
and CEO, said recently:
“As an expat myself, and as someone
who travels internationally a lot for my
work, I used to experience this a lot.”
“Merchants typically add an extra 6%
on top, but these fees can be up to 10%.
All too often the customer is completely
unaware of these costs.”
“We believe this is wrong.”
“We believe that in this increasingly
globalised world people have the right
to expect hassle-free, borderless access
to and use of their money, without
excessive exchange rates.”

“This is why
we launched
deVere Vault”
Last year, deVere ran a poll in which it
was found that nine out of 10 people
said that the fees for using their
traditional bank debit/credit card
overseas were “unacceptably high.”
But now, thanks to deVere Vault, such
overcharging can now be resigned to
the history books
Third, multi-currency prepaid cards
help you budget. It’s all too easy
to get carried away when you’re
travelling and spend more than
you intended or can truly afford.
Nevertheless, these cards make it
much simpler to stick to a planned
budget as you can’t spend more than
you’ve loaded.
Users can enjoy hassle-free,
borderless access to their money,
without excessive exchange rates.

They are ideal for globally-mobile
individuals, holidaymakers and
expatriates whose lifestyles are
typically more transient, involving
frequent cross-border travel.
They are also perfect for students
who perhaps head abroad for a
period of time as part of studies, or
who may take a gap year and travel
overseas.
This proved such a popular use for
deVere Vault that in April this year
Companion Cards were launched.
At the time, Nigel Green commented:
“Users were telling us that they wanted
to give a card to their child or children for
when they go out, or perhaps when they
go travelling overseas, or to a spouse for
living expenses or travel costs.”
“We listened and developed
Companion Accounts, which allow the
primary account holder to control and
manage the funds on the additional
Vault Accounts all within their secure
Vault app.”
With the launch of its Companion
Card, Vault helped redefine how
easily and safely money can be
managed by the user’s selected
family members, wherever they are
in the world. It also offers additional
peace of mind, as family members
will always have the required funds
available, whilst simultaneously
adhering to a budget.
In our increasingly globalised world,
we are seeing a soaring demand for
multi-currency prepaid cards. They
continue to prove an excellent tool
for easily managing and moving
money around the world, with no
hassle and no extra bank charges.

Simple
Safe
Reliable

Global Currency Service
dVFX offers favourable foreign exchange rates, sound
professional advice, as well as free international transfers.

To find out more, please contact us for an initial consultation.

fxenquiries@devere-group.com
www.dv-fx.com

deVere Investment Advisory (Mauritius) Ltd, Trading Name: deVere Foreign Exchange, Registered at 7A, 7th Floor Ebene Mews, 57 Ebene Way, Cyber City Ebene, Mauritius:
Company No. 104761 C1/GBL under the Mauritius Companies Act 2001. Licensed by the Mauritius Financial Services Commission, License No: C1110009642

MATURITIES

deVere Autocallable Income Note Maturities
Our exclusive Autocallable income notes continue to pay bank beating returns to our clients around the world.
Below you will find the maturities our clients enjoyed in 2017 and current maturities in 2018. These notes are exclusive
to deVere Group and are not readily available anywhere else.

2018 Maturities
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#

Note

Coupons

Maturity Date

Duration

ISIN - GBP

ISIN - USD

ISIN - EUR

ISIN - JPY

1

GS US, Europe and HK Autocallable 23

41.70%

30/01/2018

36 Months

XS1099001502

XS1099001411

-

-

2

GS EM Autocallable Income 15

63.75%

30/01/2018

36 Months

XS1099001767

XS1099001684

-

-

3

GS EM Autocallable 10

56.80%

30/01/2018

48 Months

XS0958718016

XS0958717984

-

-

4

GS Developed Markets Autocallable 15

34.65%

30/01/2018

36 Months

XS1099001254

XS1099001338

-

-

5

UBS Developed Markets Autocallable 11

11.00%

05/02/2018

12 Months

XS1548776811

XS1548776902

-

-

6

GS EM Auto 2

0.00%

01/02/2018

60 Months

XS0687784925

XS0687785062

-

-

7

MS 5y Autocallable Income on 5 EM

11.00%

14/02/2018

48 Months

XS1016033695

XS1016033778

-

-

8

MS 5y Autocallable on 3 Indices

60.40%

28/02/2018

48 Months

XS1028401351

XS1028401609

-

-

9

MS 5 Year Autocallable Income on 5 EM

10.50%

01/03/2018

60 Months

XS0876097071

XS0876096776

-

-

10

UBS Income Autocallable 6

15.30%

13/02/2018

36 Months

XS1156565894

XS1156566512

-

-

11

GS EM Autocallable 16

58.80%

27/02/2018

36 Months

XS1133625456

XS1133625530

-

-

12

GS EM Auto 3

0.00%

01/03/2018

60 Months

XS0800856642

XS0800856568

-

-

13

MS 5y Deep Barrier Autocall

67.50%

13/03/2018

36 Months

XS1138831463

XS1138831380

-

-

14

UBS Income Autocallable 7

16.70%

13/03/2018

36 Months

XS1190612702

XS1190612884

-

-

15

MS 5y Autocallable on 3 Indices

47.00%

14/03/2018

48 Months

XS1035116075

XS1035115937

-

-

16

MS 5 Year Autocallable Income on 5 EM

10.50%

28/03/2018

60 Months

XS0893375005

XS0893375690

-

-

17

MS 5y Autocallable on 3 Indices

60.00%

28/03/2018

36 Months

XS1138836934

XS1138834301

-

-

18

5y Autocallable Income on 5 EM

-

28/03/2018

48 Months

-

-

-

XS1037319503

19

GS Income Autocallable 9

12.40%

11/04/2018

48 Months

XS0958815564

XS0958815481

-

-

20

MS 5 Year Autocallable Income on 5 EM

10.50%

26/04/2018

60 Months

XS0906434013

XS0906433718

-

-

21

MS 5y Autocallable on 3 Indices

0.00%

10/05/2018

60 Months

XS0911806189

XS0911806007

-

-

22

MS 5y Autocallable Income on 5 EM

10.50%

24/05/2018

60 Months

XS0918547679

XS0918547083

-

-

23

MS 5y Autocallable on 3 Indices

0.00%

07/06/2018

60 Months

XS0926109934

XS0926110437

-

-

24

GS EM Autocallable 5

0.00%

19/07/2018

60 Months

XS0839361002

XS0839360962

-

-

25

GS EM Autocallable Income T6

15.00%

02/08/2018

60 Months

XS0839370680

XS0839370763

-

-

26

MS 5y Defensive Autocallable on 3 Indices

72.50%

16/08/2018

60 Months

XS0952792108

XS0952792017

-

-

27

MS 5y Defensive Autocallable on 3 Indices

62.50%

11/10/2018

60 Months

XS0968928290

XS0968928027

-

-
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MATURITIES

2017 Maturities
#

Note

Coupons

Maturity Date

Duration

ISIN - GBP

ISIN - USD

ISIN - EUR

ISIN - JPY

1

GS Developed Markets Autocallable 22

12.75%

31/01/2017

12 Months

XS1267247481

XS1267247564

-

-

2

GS Developed Markets Autocallable 22

10.00%

14/02/2017

12 Months

-

-

XS1267299102

-

3

GS Developed Markets Autocallable 22

14.75%

01/02/2017

12 Months

XS1267247648

XS1267247721

-

-

4

GS Developed Markets Autocallable 23

13.30%

28/02/2017

12 Months

XS1267288246

XS1267288329

-

-

5

GS US, Europe and HK Autocallable 35

15.55%

27/03/2017

12 Months

XS1317180633

XS1317180476

-

-

6

UBS US Europe HK Autocallable 01

14.00%

02/05/2017

12 Months

XS1387946012

XS1387945980

-

-

7

UBS US Europe HK Autocallable 01

14.00%

02/05/2017

12 Months

XS1387946012

XS1387945980

-

-

8

MS - 5 Year Autocallable on 3 EM

0.00%

03/05/2017

60 Months

XS0766030224

XS0766030570

XS0766030497

-

9

UBS Developed Markets Autocallable 04

11.00%

20/05/2017

12 Months

XS1400796428

XS1400796691

XS1400796345

-

10

MS 5y Autocallable on 3 Indices

22.55%

19/06/2017

24 Months

XS1138861023

XS1138861296

-

-

11

GS Developed Markets Autocallable 13

29.70%

27/06/2017

36 Months

XS1011623037

XS1011622815

-

-

12

UBS Income Autocallable 11

22.00%

06/07/2017

24 Months

XS1244112899

XS1244112543

-

-

13

MS 5y Defensive Autocallable on 3 Indices

23.00%

06/07/2017

24 Months

XS1138865016

XS1138864985

-

-

14

UBS Developed Markets Autocallable 6

12.00%

17/07/2017

12 Months

XS1435374555

XS1435374712

-

-

15

GS Developed Markets Autocallable 14

30.00%

25/07/2017

36 Months

XS1013123564

XS1013123481

-

-

16

GS US, Europe and HK Autocallable 19

30.30%

22/08/2017

36 Months

XS1013155681

XS1013155509

-

-

17

MS 5y Autocallable on 3 Indices

31.50%

22/08/2017

36 Months

XS1092486734

XS1092486577

-

-

18

GS US, Europe and HK Autocallable 30

26.00%

11/09/2017

24 Months

XS1241031852

XS1241031779

-

-

19

GS EM Autocallable 19

40.00%

11/09/2017

24 Months

XS1241031936

XS1241032074

-

-

20

UBS Developed Markets Autocallable 2

31.65%

19/09/2017

36 Months

XS1103484447

XS1103626179

-

-

21

35.40%

03/10/2017

36 Months

XS1108604395

XS1108604718

-

-

22

MS Defensive Autocallable Notes on 3
Underlyings
MS 5y Autocallable on 3 Emerging Markets
Note

0.00%

21/09/2017

60 Months

XS0822866322

XS0822866678

-

-

23

MS 5 Year Autocallable on 3 EM

0.00%

06/09/2017

60 Months

XS0811159408

XS0811159317

-

-

24

GS EM Auto Income

11.25%

21/09/2017

60 Months

XS0687694777

XS0687694694

-

-

25

UBS Income Autocallable 3

13.00%

03/10/2017

36 Months

XS1108687663

XS1108687580

-

-

26

MS 5y Autocallable on 3 Indices

24.80%

09/10/2017

24 Months

XS1237066250

XS1237066417

-

-

27

MS 5y Autocallable on 3 Indices

25.00%

09/10/2017

24 Months

XS1237066508

XS1237066334

-

-

28

MS 5y Autocallable on 3 Indices

39.70%

11/10/2017

24 Months

XS1237066680

XS1237066177

-

-

29

MS 5y Defensive Autocallable on 3 Indices

20.50%

23/10/2017

24 Months

XS1289393008

XS1289392968

-

-

30

UBS Autocallable Income 15

11.90%

23/10/2017

24 Months

XS1298740074

XS1298739811

-

-

31

MS 5y Autocallable on 3 Indices

36.00%

31/10/2017

36 Months

XS0956286990

XS0956287022

-

-

32

GS Emerging Markets Auto Income

10.00%

19/10/2017

60 Months

XS0687687995

XS0687688027

-

-

33

MS 5 Year Autocallable

0.00%

19/10/2017

60 Months

XS0835508051

XS0835508135

-

-

34

GS Developed Markets Autocallable 7

50.00%

01/11/2017

48 Months

XS0899550171

XS0899549918

-

-

35

MS 5y Autocallable on 3 Indices

10.00%

09/10/2017

12 Months

XS1437441162

XS1437441246

-

-

36

GS Developed Markets Autocallable 20

24.70%

06/11/2017

24 Months

XS1241089421

XS1241089348

-

-

37

UBS Income Autocallable 04

13.20%

31/10/2017

36 Months

XS1118306734

XS1118304283

-

-

38

MS 5y Autocallable on 3 Indices

28.50%

06/11/2017

24 Months

XS1289398817

XS1289398908

-

-

39

GS US, Europe and HK Autocallable 31

26.80%

06/11/2017

24 Months

XS1241089777

XS1241089694

-

-

40

UBS Developed Markets Autocallable 9

10.50%

06/11/2017

12 Months

XS1502427112

XS1502427203

-

-
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